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Commel1cement~ 2000

c·I

at Firstar

Cintas construction delays requi.re disappointing change ofvenue

THE.

. BY SARAH KELLEY
.·Senior News Editor
.
Due to unexpected delays in the '... ·
.
construction of the Cintas Center,
Xavier will say goodbye.to its Class
of 2000 at the Firstar Center, rather
thari on campus as planned. Com~
mencement cere1J,1onies will be held
"We want to be smart, do some ·
for the graduates at the riverfront
run-throughs, ·get the kinks out, so
·
facility on May 13,
· "We are very disappointed, es- that all events held inside the Cintas
pecially for the seniors· and their Centei are of the highest quality and
parents," said Rev.James E. Hoff, meet the highest standards," said
S.J., president of Xavier Univer- Sheeran.
The Firstar Center, which Xavier
sity.
· Since construction of the Cintas has used 'as its site for graduation ·
Center was launched in May of since 1987, was reserved last year
1998, Xavier officials have hoped for the 2000 Commencement as a
the commencement for the Class of backup facility.
Although a temporary permit
2000 would be the first event held
'in the new building. Throughout which would have enabled the unithe duration of the project•. students versity to hold the ceremony in the
have been informed of the progress · center could have possibly been
obtained, Xavier officials opted not
of the center.
In the Sept. l, 1999, edition of to do so.
In a letter to members of the se- ·
The Newswire, project representative Bob Sheeran said, "We are still nior class, Hoff wrote, "Comshooting for our May 1 deadline." mencement is among the most imThis, however, is no longer the case. portant days in the university calOpus North Corporation, devel- endar. We do not want to risk losoper and overseer of the center, rec- ing a first-class celebration experiommended the university hold off ence for the Xavier Class of 2000,
.o~ hosting a major event such as their parents, families and friends."
The Cintas Center is currently
graduation until it has been tested
six weeks behind schedule. Acand is 100 percent ready.

CENTER·

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY PHILIP VON FURSTENBERG

This piece, part of last Friday's art show, was created by
junior Rick Lewis and called "The Effect of Age on
_
Superheroes:' The statue stands five feet tall, reminding
us that childhood heroes will always be looked down.
upon by adults, while children continue to look up to
them.
-

cording to Hoff, "working in the
building ahead of mid-May to accomplish the many logistical details
associated with co01mencement
would have been problematic at
best."
With only tliree-and-a-half
months until graduation, many seniors are disappointed to learn the
ceremony will not be held in the
Cintas Center.
"I am sure they have known
·about this for a while, so I don't see
why they waited this long to tell us.
Jt seems to me like a lot of hype
and no show," said senior Pat Wilde.
"As. with any construction
projeet of this size, many factors
can impact the completion date,"
said Sheeran. "Fortunately, this decision is based on our desire tff
make sure graduation runs a·s
smoothly as possible and not on a
problem with the building."
If no more unexpected delays
disrupt construction, the Cintas
Center is expected to be completed
and fully operational by July 2000. ·
The. Cintas Center is a $44 million multi-purpose facility that will
include a 10,000-seat arena, Schiff
Family Conference Center and a
student-dining facility.

·Commuters· granted overnight parking rights
BY SARAH KELLEY .
"This was an issue that directly
"It is hard enough to get com8_enior News Editor
routers on campus for events such . ·effected the students," said CuylerOvernight parking accommoda- as dances and SAC events,'' said Sherman. "Through working on
tion_s for commuter students have .Currence. "Parking restrictions
been modified because of the col- keep commuters away from camlaboration of Xavier's Commuter pus and don't allow them full use
Council and Student Senate. Com- of the 1lbrary and computer labs at
muter students with a valid park- night."
Currence also Cited the safety of .
ing permit may now park in the
Cohen parking lot between mid- commuter students as a major reariight and 6 a.m. without being cited son for wanting to lift the overnight
and fined.
restriction.
In the past, commuters have not
"We don't want students to be
·
been permitted to. park on campus inanydangerbyhavingtowalkfar ~
overnight without a temporary pass late at night to get to their car," said
in advance, and were, therefore, Currence.
T
able to purchase permits at a disSophomore senators J.P.
counted rate. This year, however, Engelbrecht and Natosha Cuyler-·Junior Melissa
many off-campus students were not Sherman supported Commuter SerCurrence, Commuter
informed of the overnight restric- vices' stance on the issue and re.Council president
tions upon buying their permits. - sponded by drafting a resolution
After receiving many complaints outlining reasons•why commuters the Student Affairs committee, it
concerning commuter-parking re- shouid be able to park on campus was a problem that. could be adstrictions,junior Melissa Currence, overnight. Use of the library and dressed and.taken care of immedipresident of tlie Commuter Coun- computer labs after midnight, ately."
cil, drafted and circulated a petition studying with other students on
The resolution was passed by
requesting the restrictions be lifted .. campus and attending .on campus Senate and was then presented to
She then presented the issue to sen- · events were among the reasons Xavier Police Chief Mike Couch
·ate to be 'taken into consideration.
cited in the resolution.:.
and Executive Director of Student

''Parking
restrictions keep
CO'f('lmUters away
.from 'campus and
don't allow them.foll
l
use ofthe· ibrary and
comnuter labs at
night. "
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Services Dr. Luther Smith.
had a letter informing us of their
"The reason commuters are decision."
charged less for a parking stickeris
· "I am very happy that they
because ·they -spend less time on agreed to repeal the parking restriccampus,'' said Couch. "There were tions for this year since everyone
only a handful of students who got · was not informed," said Currence.
cited. It has not been that big of a "If they decide to reinstate the re~.
problem."
strictions next year, they will be
Last Thursday, Smith presented discriminating against commuter
the resolution to Xavier's parking students, which is not fair."
committee, of which he is the chair.
Specific details concerning comThe committee, which includes stu- muter-parking regulations for next
dents, faculty and admjnistrators, year have not yet been decided:
agreed with the suggestions pre"We typically look at parking
sented and decided to make several regulations at the end of the year,"
changes to the existing parking said Smith. "We will soon look at
_
what changes need to be made as a
regulations.
''The parking committee thought result of the Cintas Center."
the student suggestions maae
The parking committee is taking
sense," said Smith. "Having to get · into consideration allowing coma temporary .pass overnight isn't muter students to purchase resident
necessary."
parking perIQits. next year, which
"I was very pleased with the way . would enable them to park on camadministrators responded to this is- · pus at all times.
sue," said · Cuyler-Sherman.
It has already.been decided that
"Luther Smith and Chief Couch the prices of parking permits will
helped us and gave us their opin- increase by $20 across the board,
ions before we took it to the park- making commuter permits $90 and
ing committee, and the next day we the resident permits $105.
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SeniOrs respond to

Women's hoops
improve to 13-3

All about food:
Arthur's, Allyn's reviewed

Cintas~less graduanon
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·Drivel
The Hoxworth Blood Center.
will be on campus sponsoring a .
blood.drive onWednes<:lay, Jan.
26 arid Thursday; Jan, 27 from
10 a.m.-4 p.m. e_ach day.. The
blood drive
take place in the
Terrace Room in the University
Center. To make an appointment
to donate, call 558-1287.

will

Drive II
. The Literacy Volu.nteers
·- - would like to thank everyone
who contributed. to the. success
of their "Gift of Reading Holiday Book Drive." More t~an 500
children's books were donated
. and delivered to sev~~l!l class~
rooms at Kirby Road Elementary
School. Due to the response, or-·
ganizers plan to make the book
drive an annual holiday event.

·SchQlarship I
The Peace Studies Committee
will award up to $6,000 to current peace studies students. Applications for the Benjamin D.
Urmston Family. Peace Tuition.
Remission Scholarship are available at the Dorothy Day House.
The application and related materials need to be returned to the
Dorothy Day House by Jan. 22.
For more information, call Rev.
Ben Urmston, S.J., at 745-3320. ·

Scholarship II
Applicati~ns are now· b~ing
accepted for the Paul L.
O'Connor, S.J., Scholarship and
the Thomas G. Savage, S.i.,
Schol~rshlps: The deadline is
Feb. 11.
. The O'Connor scholarship is
awarded to a full-time junior and
is worth $5,000 toward the
winner's senior year tuition. It is
awarded by the Financial Aid and
Scholarship Committee in recognition of outstanding academic
achievement and. contribution,
both academic and extracurricular, to Xavier.
The two Savage scholarships,
worth $3,500 each, are awarded
to two full-time students
who are.
.
currently sophomores or juniors;
Students will be selected for their
dedication. to and excellence in.
the humanities.
For more information, students may consult the main bulletin board in the lobby of Alter
Hall; the department chair of
their major or the office of the
associate dean; 124 Alter.

Poetry reading
Norman Finkelstein, chair of
the English department, will do
two readings from his new volume of poetry, TRACK. The first,
·at Joseph~Beth Booksellers i_n
Rookwood Pavillion, is today at
7 p.m. The second, on Thursday,
Feb. 10, at 7 p.m., is at the Mt.
Adams Bookstore (1101 Gregory
Street). Copies of.the book are
available in the Xavier bookstore.

BY BRYAN RIECHMAN
·.··Campus News Editor
The 2000 Advancing Leader
WorkshopSerieswill begin in.Feb·
, niary;
,_: ..
.
.
.. The. series, coordinated annu. ally by Xavier's Peer Lea?ership
Team, is open to all juniors, seniors
and gniduate students, as well as
faculty and staff members. .
.
The presentations
largely
focus oil honing "real war.Id" lead- .
. -ership skills for graduating students.
·. ·
·
· "It's a ~ay to help juniors and
seniors with the transition into accepting leadership roles in the com~
mu_ nity," said senior ¥.ichelle
NEWsWIRE PHOTO BY ERIN MOONEY .
·
·
·
··
·
· · McCartney, Peer Leadership Team>
.In Kelly Auditorium la~ Thursday, representatives discussed Xavi.er's commitment to justke; . From ·· member.
·
·· ·
·
left to right, the panelists are Rev. Benjamin Urmston, SJ., Dr. Irene Hodgson, Dr. C~rol, · __
·
· Mike DiNicola, of the ·career
Winkelmann, Ms. Gail Mahon, Dr. Janice Walker, Rev. JamesMcCann, S.J., and Dr. R1ch~rd_Gruber.
Service~ Center,
kiCk. off the

will

·

·

·-

.- ·d •· · · ·
Forum meets to . lSCuSs
e
•l SSUeS Of JUStICe
a t x aVIer·
e

e

·

BY RACHEL NAPOLITANO
with little to ·no benefits and lower Xavier as reasons not to implement
· Asst. Campus News Editor
salaries. .
a new policy.
The tone of the forum, "Justice
The students protested by bringWinklemann ·said, "The reality
at Xavier: How Do We Measure ing a banner--'- attracting The New of the situation necessitates the
Up?," can be summed up in Dr. York Times and the evening ne~s policy ·... especially amidst the
Carol Winkelmann's answer to the . - to the administration that read, Matthew Shephard cas~ ... and curquestion: "not well enough."
"Where is the JusticeYou Taught· rent XU suicides.''
In Ke)ly Auditoriuqi lastThurs- . Us?"
The committee is continuing .a
day; the Justice Across Campus
Winklemann, associate profes- · process initiated in 1998 ·by the
Committee presented its report and scir. of English; said she hopes leaders of American Jesuit univerreflections on participating in an Xavier will allow meaningful in- sities, inspired by the Society ·of
oilgoi~g. two-year process which put in the election of the nextpresi-_. Jesus' fundamental commitmentto
examines Xavier's commitment to dent..
the promotion of justice.
ju~ti~e.
. .. ·
.
She questioned the university's : · . ln 1999, three regional ccmferThe purpose of Thui"sday's fo- . adjunct faculty wages, wondering . ences convened. Xavier sent i:eprerum was to field questions from the . if they are living wages.
sentatives to t\\'.O conferences:
· Xavier community and, in turn, to
She said the university argues
Some propositions the regional
field questions among panelists.
that they are co,mparable, but even conference yielded\vcre: incorpoDr.·lrene Hodgson, professor of if they are, "comparable does not rating the c~nceptof justice more
modern languages and staff to_ this necessarily imply just.'' ·
coherently through the cuqiculuni;
year's Nicaraguan semyster, voiced
Finally, Winklemann remarked direeting university research to the·
. her concerns over questions of jus- . on what she called the disparity in national arid internationar,eality;
tice suffering on campus as a result · the university's anti-discrimina- and modeling justice through more
of budget constraints and lawsuit tion. policy. .
participatory decision-making on
It currently, she said, does riot campus.
protection.
.
:
Worried over our outsourcing - include a clause for gays, lesbians
This October, the initiative will
policies, she sha_red a story from and bisexuals.
culminate in a nati<:mal conference
She has had "amicable discus- · at Santa Clafa, Calif.
Fairfield University in which the
school fired the janitorial staff sions" with Rev. James E. Hoff, S.J .,
Dr. Gruber ended the panel pormembers and rehired through an university president, but reported, ~· ti on of the forum by askin~ Xavier,
outsourced cleaning servi_ce.
"It will take along time.''. _"What if justice was as important
The employees lost their previFr. Hoff alluded tothe c_onserva- as basketball?"
-ous retirement funds and were hired tive climate of·Cincinnati ··and

Saturday, Jan.15, 4 p.m. -A are investigating the !D.a:tter.
commuter student inadvertently
left his wallet in tlie Uni versiiy
Tuesday, Jan. 18, 10:30 a.in.Center computer lab at nqon. · He ... A purse was stolen out of an unreturned to find $14'0 missing. .. . locked' office on the eighth floor of
·. Schott Hall. It was later recovered
. Thursday, Jan. 13, 9:30 p.in.
.6
2
05
·
in a trash can.in Golf Manor, Ohio.
d
un
ay,
an.
1
,
:
a.m.
.
S
- A commuter student was Cited
J
Campus
police
assisted
_the
Aµ Ameritech Cellul~r phone and
for speeding and driving left of
Norwood
police
regarding
a
rob.
$50
cash were missing.
center in the Cohen lot.
bery on the .railroad tracks on
Tuesdity, Jan. 18, 1:30 p.m. Saturday, Jan. 15, 2:40 a.m. · Cleneay Avenue. According to a
pizza
driver,
he
was
approached
by
An
employee on the first floor of
- On the residential mall, a male
a
white
male
with
a
light
beard;·
.
Alter
Hall reported the theft of a
student was cited for disorderly
5'3"
and
5'5",
wearing
a
university-owned
Dell laptop com~
between
conduct and underage consumpblack
skull
cap,
a
blue
hooded
puter
from
her·
office.
Despite no
tion of a!Cohol when campus posweatshirt
and
blue
jeans.
The
subsigns
of
forced
entry
into
the of- ·
lice caught him yelling p~ofani.the
file
cabinet
where
the
comJect
allegedly
brandished
a
gun
and.
fice,
ties.
asked for money. Norwood police . puter was secured was broken into.

Police Notes_

will

series on Monday, Feb. 7 with his_

::::.:~:~~~.;;:~:.~···~'your

. All workshops will begin a~ 1:30
p.m. in the.Emory Board Room on
thesecondfloorouheuniversity
· Center and will .last about an hour.
On Monday, Feb. 2i, Cincinnati City Councilman Jim Tarbell
will make a presentation ori "Po~
litical Leadership."
The filial lecture~based workshop will be on Monday, March 13,
when J. Robert.Busam of Cinergy
presents, ."Diversity in· the Workplace."
... , _
· Organizers encourage ali in~er
ested students to attend any or all
of the presentations.
"It's an excellent opportunity to
get networking with the business
community in Cincinnati," said
Kimberly Goldsberry, director for
leadership.· and orientation .
Students will benefit by learning leadership strategies that will
help them build a successful career~
_she said.
.
There will be an etiquette seminar and dinner from 5-8 p.m; on
·Monday, March 27 in the Schott
dining room. The fee for the din·
ner is not yet determined. but, according to Gc:ildsberry, it is ·expected to be less than $10.
·
Anyone who plans to attend any
. event is asked to R.S. V.P. by the
Wednesday pripr to the particular
workshop by calling the Peer Leadersh{p Team office at 745-3662.

'Police Note

· ofthe lleek
Sunday, Jan. 16, 4:40
p.m. ---'- A . student was·
stopped because he fit the
'general description of the
suspeet from the 2·:05 a.m ..
note arid was wearing similar clothing. Police found
more than two ounces of
marijuana, fake ID, a scale
and a switchblade in his pas.:·
session. He will face internal disciplinary action.
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The Answer Group
The Answer Group, A
local marketing
research ,company is
looking for females 1250 who use feminine
. protection products to
participate iri market
research round table
discussions. If you .
qualify, you will be paid
for your participation.
Please ask for Cara

Going to the game? Want to
earn some extra cash? The
nalion_'s leader in coilege
marketing_ is seeking a11
energetic, entrcprencuri.il
student to promote products
before sporting events.

* Great earnings
*Part-time
* No sales involved

8519 and ask for
Blake to see if
you qualify.

ASAP at 489-8519.

American Passage Media, Inc.
Campus Rep Program
Seattle, WA

Weare also
looking for males
ages 20-49 who
smoke cigarettes
such.as
Marlboro,
Winston, GPC,
Wave, or Doral,
please call 489-

. 800.487.2434 Ext.4651
campusrep@amerlcanpassage.com

Attention All Juniors:
. /JJ(orlar 2Joard, Xavier's preslijious r:5enior

Raise money for your
club/organization by ·
promoting products and
events on your campus.

J/Onor r:5oci'el_y, aJ.tff/ie ./lo/ding .rnformaHonal
meelinys on !.li(onda_y, ;/anuary:JJ al l::JOp.m. in
.02371.s ~d'Juesda_y, !february 1 al 7:00p.m.

* Great earnings
* Set ·your own hours
* No sales involved

.r'n 71//er Jfal/:Jo2. 7111r:5fudenls plann.r'ny on
being a r:5enior nexlyear and.llaue an accuine
9!PJ/ of:J. 2 or .lliyhef. are encourayed"io apply,
because selection is compeliliue.

.?lny rues/ions, please call c5am !Pres/on
al x.5900.

American Passage Media, Inc.
Campus Rep Program
Seattle, WA

.

.

800.487.2434 Ext.4651

campusrep@americanpassage.com

0.£.io's !7.Jesf 7.hrifi afore - -

VILLAGE
DIS.COUNT OUTLET
4619 Montgomery Rd., Norwood; 9529 Pippin Rd., Cindnnati;
1813 Monmouth, Newport
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Xavier remembers
legacy of .M.L.K., Jr.
. BY BRI CROWLEY
Contributing Writer
<

Xavier will commemorate the
life and legacy of Rev. Martin
Luther King, Jr. at 7 p.m. today in
Bellarmine Chapel.
The celebration to observe and
· remember the American civil rights
leader has become an annual tradition.
.The keynote speaker of the
event is Rev. Roderick D. Belin,
. assistant pastor of the Allen African Methodist Episcopal (A.M'.E.)
Church in Jamaica, N. Y.
. Belin has spoken across
America;in the West Indies, Nigeria and the Republic of South Africa.
"It is important that .we come
together as a university to celebrate
diversity whenever we can," said
Mila Cooper, director of
multicultural affairs. "[Martin.
Luther King Day] should be a day
on, not a day off."
Last year, Rev. Bernice A. King,
daughter of the slain leader, spoke
about how people have a moral
and spiritual-obligation to fight racism in America.
This year's celebration is en·. titled, "The Dawning of a New Millennium: Where do we go from
here?"
·

Cooper said Belin was invited
to campus because he is a dynamic
and excellent spe~ker.
He graduated from Morehouse
College, where he was president
and ·baritone soloist for the
Morehouse College Glee Club.
·Currently, he is a doctoral student at Union Theological Seminary in New York
Cooper said she knows he is not
·as well known as King's daughter,
but that the purpose of the event is
to show Xavier is concerned a.s a
community and that we want to rememberKing's legacy with or without a widely known speaker.
This year's celebration will include a performance by the Celestial Choir of Quinn Chapel A.M.E.
Church in Forest Park, Ohio.
· After the convocation in
Bellarmine, a candlelight march
and reception will immediately follow in the· Terrace Room, on the
second tloor of the University Cen. ter.
The commemorative observance
program .is sponsored by several
campus programs, including the
Office of Multic!.!ltural Affairs,
Campus Ministry, Spiritual Development and the Student Government Association. ·

Been Waiting long? ,
Introducing the Deaconess

Emergency Department
90-minute guarantee ...

You are a student ...

You

don't have time to sit in an
Emergency waiting room for

Cl01\\1NG
V1N1AGJ;. . ·
. .

.. c

\\E'I\

three ho.urs. First of all, you
obviousiy

aren't feeling

w.ell, and secondly, you've
better things to do.

got

\Ne ttave "That
. 1111

\..001'•.

At

Deaconess Hospital,

we promise to get you in·

and out within 90 minutes of your arrival*. In some
cases,

you may not even wait at all.

You'll

receive friendly, personalized care because that's what
we do best. And we are located within minutes of

Xavier University.

So you .don't have to go far or

wait long wh.en you're not feeling well.

Students: Just bring your insurance card and student
1.D. with you to the Deaconess Emergency Department.
We ac(;ept most healthcare insurance plans.·

• Nike •. Champion •
• Tommy Hilfiger • Levi • Guess

A tremend~us selection of· name brands
thousands of new-arrivals. every day!'

Deaconess Hospital is located at 311 Straight Street,
at the corner of Clifton_ Avenue and Straight Street.

DEACONESS
A member of Deaconess Associations lnc.
*Some emergencies may require rnnre than 90 minutes. If more time
students will be informed up011 ~mvai.

is needed
·

'
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:Dr. King's.;l~ga~y·Jive;s on

WORLD BRIEFS
>Compiled by: Deb Homan

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

SPIRITED MARCHERS PROTEST THE'fLYiNCi ,CONFEDERTE FLAG

>Source: College Press Wife

.

Antibiotics misuse·
.helps Spr~ad disease

.

.

.

''

· Isaac to .stand up for .what's right," Law,rence McCJeskey; Episcopal
Slovakia, bymid-2000, according
BY JENNIFER LIN
Slagle said. · ·
·
Bishop Dorsey Henderson and
to Pino Arlacchi, executive direcKnight-Ridder Newspapers
tor of the UN Iniernatiorial Drug
As the hour for tile march ap- Evangelical Lutheran Church. in
·COLUMBIA, S.(::. - By the
AFRICA (UNF) - The nvail- Control Program,
thousands, they came marching proached, participants spiritedly America Bishop David Donges ..
The office will also deal With
ability and abuse of some medifrom Zion ,_,_zion Baptist·Church . chanted, '~Ffred up! Reacfy to go!" .. "I'm here .because my cone
. Young and.old, black and'white, .science dictated that I coine," said
cines are actually helping _to money laundedng, corruption and
on Washington Street.
spread drug~resistant strains of sex trafficking in the Czech Rec
Headed for the State House, they clergy and lay linked m·any arms. Riley, who was accoinpan.ied by his
deadly diseases, according to the public, 'Poland, Hungary ~nd
pushed blanketed babies in stroll- .. Marshals trained in King's .nonvio" · son, Bratton, a graduate sfudent at
World Health Organization Sfovakia.
ers, pulled wagons stuffed with lent approach to public. protest . the University of South· Carolina.
(WHO). Diseases that have be· "We have to protect rp.ostly the
stocking-capped toddlers and liried the edges o(the .crowd. Law "It is important to our Africancome drug-resistant in Africa in- young generatfon frcim th~se old
lunch bags. They spirited banners enfc:ircemerit officers were posted at Americaii;brothers and sisters that
elude pneumonia, typhoid, chol-. threats," Arlacctii said.
.
whhe leaders stand with them. this
recallingiinage·s of a slain hero's least three per block.
era;· malaria and meningitis.
·
Among the marchers were doz- . is. important to every South Caro.. According to the Slovak deputy · dream.
"Irresponsible self-dosing is prime minister in charge of minoriOn Monday, the largest civil- ens of dignitaries, including na- · linian."
Muslim leader Omar Shaheed of
huge in Africa," said David ties and human rights, Slovakia
rights gathering in this state's his. Heymann, a WHO official. "It · will doriate $30,000 for the office's ·. tory streamed into downtown CoColumbia;wa~ among an expected
300 to 400Muslim marchers from.
ends up undermining all ~fforts · first year of operation,
·. lumbfa to celebrate-the life of the
across the· state. "Thi~ iS a worthto control an infectious disease.~·
. late Rev. Martin Luther King Jr.,
By not following.precise dosage· Teen lama creates .·
whil~ endeavor that we should be a
who. would have turned· 71 last
part of," Shaheed said.
procedur~s. people m~wittingly. snafu hf China
week.
"Don"t be i-ntimidated by the
. NEW DELHI, INDIA - The
foster the evolution bf tougher arid
Fueled by theNAACP's boycott
flag," one marcher yelled to his feltougher pathogens;
teenage Tibetan leader, who fled
o(the 'state's tourism industry, the
.. low walkers.
· Repo_rtedly,Africa's.poverty is.· his Chinese-ruled homeland last estimated 46,000 participants also
Another said, "It's awful to have
the biggest culprit in the problem. week, says he wants to stay in In- . cam_e to protest the organization's
to
look
at it" ·
Cash~strapped African families dia, according to local newspapers. · target-the Confederate flag wav.
"
The front of the march turned
The 14-year-old Jama, known
simply can't afford to buy mediing atop the State House dome. .
cines more than one pill at a time. as the 17th Karmapa, was quoted
Barry Coleman, 45, drove to
-Melissa Hudson, that corner at 11: 15 a.m. The final
marcher passed by at 12: 12 p.m ..
Columbia from Augusta, Georgia
When the drug-adapt!?d microbes in t~o newspapers as saying he
16-year-old member of' the
Lillian Cuffie, a native of North
flare again, the costs of life-sav~ wants to remain in a monastery
with his three. children. Coleman
NAACP Youth <:;ouncil Carolina who now lives in Baltiing second-line medicines are far near Dharmsala, the home of said the event' wa:s reminiscent of
the Million Man March in Wash. more, was one of more than 150
Tibet's spiritual leader, the Dalai
out of reach.
ington D.C. in 1996. "The camara- tionaf ·NAACP President Kweisi ·Maryland· marchers~ ."I felt that
Acute respiratory infections Lama.
The young lama, who heads a
derie everybody's here for a com-. MfurrieandNational UrbanLt:ague South Carolina had made lot of
that were once curable with com_President Hugh Price. The two men ·progress; but this flag flies in the
mon cause," Colenian said.
mon $5 drugs now. cost at least· major stream of Tibetan BudColeman's friend, Rick Daggett, .· were in the lead wave of marchers. face of tha~ progress," Cuffie said.
$40 to control with alternative dhism, has been in seclusion since
"If we're going to be world
also·ofAugusta, said he wanted.his that left ftom the church at 11 a.m.
his dramatic eight-day journey
medicines.·
children to know that people. can
. At one point, marchers stood power, we have to be united, of <?ne
-Chicago Tribune across the Himalayas.
work together to make a difference. shoulder to shoulder for six blocks, accord;" said 16-year-old Melissa
· His flight has embarrassed
UN works on drug · China, which installed him as the "I hope it won't .be necessary any- from the church. to the State House. Hudson, who had traveled 13 hours
more, but if it is, they'll know what
White leaders from South Caro- from Memphis to march with other
head of the Karma Kagyu religious
control, prevention
linaincludedColumbiaMayorBob teenage members of her city's
order and used him as a symbol of to do," Daggett said.
.SLOVAKIA (UNF) ..,--- .The its rule over Tibet. That has ere- ·
Spring Slagle of Columbia and Coble, Charle~ton Mayor Joe Riley, NAACP Youth Council. "The stateUnited Nations plans on opening ated a dilemma for India as it seeks
her 12-month-old son were among S.C. ChristianAction Council Presi- ment that the flag makes represents
a regional office for drug c.ontrol to mend ties with China..
I
' . the smalEnumber of white particiderit the. Rev. L_ewis Galloway, a.time when our country was not at
ai:id prevention in Bratislava,
-Tribtm~ News Services" pants. "It;~ just important to teach uni'ted Methodist Bishop' J. its greatest."

"The· statement
that the flag-makes
_represents a time ..
when our country
was not at its
greatest,

a

a
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Tastus

fizz.us

{ inviting to the touchus }

·

Experien~e refreshing Coca-Coia~
classic in an ice-cold glass bottle at .
.
the Xavier University Bookstore for only 79¢.
·
:
·· · .
·
. . Offer ends January 28, .2000.
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CALLNOW! WORK~NOW!

RESTAUR·ANTS ._
.

.

•·

' University of Cincinnati Medical College also. has Winning teams in 12
outstanding graduate programs in the biomedical sciences, iriduding
areas of study in cell biology, de\ielopmenta.l biology, environmental .
. health, neuroscience, molecular genetics, biochemistry, Iilicrobiology, .
physiology,. pathobiology, molecular medicine, pharmaeology and a
· .com.Jlined MD/PhD program.

FULL SERVICE, FINE DINING, FAST
FOOD,· DELIVERY, FAMILY STYLE, .
MANAGEMENT, BARS & PUBS,
NIGHTCLUBS, COUNTRY CLUBS,
HOTELS, CONCESSIONS, DIETARY,
PRODUCTION, CAFETERIA.&
. HEALTHCARE!
1OO's of Food Service Jobs ·
Available

The na1iun ·~ leader in college
marketing is seeking an
energetic, entrepreneurial
~tudent for the position of
. campus rep.
* Great earnings
* Set your own hours
*. Part-time·
*·No sales involved
* ~-HI hours per week
American Passage Media, Inc.
Campus Rep Program
.
Seattle, WA .

• Up to $t"8,500/YearStipend
· . ···Paid Tuition, Fees & Health·Insurance
• 'Over 100 Million Dollars for Research projects
• Over 200 Renowned Sc1entis~lentors

.

NOW HIRING
CALL 1•877-991-9292
FREE SERVICE

800.487.2434 Ext4651

_campusrep@americanpassage.com

· Off-Campus Housing

PLEAsE Bridgette Harrison· .
phone: 513.558.5625
CONTACT: University ·or Cincinnati
fax: 513.558.2850
College of Medicine_
· email: bridgette.harrison@uc.edu

O:xfori:l Apartm~nts
1005 Dana-Avenue
.

'

-Free heat
-Walk ~o campus
-Cable hook-up
-Parking
-Air-Conditioning

ADVERTISE.·
THIS ORGANIZATION DOES NOT
TOLERATE FAILURE ;..
YOU DON'T WANT US
. TO HAVE.TO FIRE LANCE,
DO YOU?

Accepting Applications
$320and up

Manager: Art·
961 ..3786

· Office:
474 .. 5093

CALL @ 745-3561.

ATTENTION· All STUDENTS--Now Hiring-

at ~

OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING FOR
XAVIER STUDENTS!

This is a 16 unit apartment complex.
8vailable for 1 or 2 students,· 5 room apartments that have private rooms with a kitchen
and bathroom. Also 3 room apartments with
private rooms that include a kitchen and
bathroom.
Furnished or Unfurnished!
All Utilities Included!

For More fufonnation,
Call:
242:.7553
or
Carmen at 325-8352

'ferrari~
-Little .I iti{yantf 'Bal(,.rg
- SERVERS
- HOSTS/HOSTESSES
- DISHWASHERS
MADEIRA
7677 Goff Terrace
across from Kroger's
272-2220

- Part-time & Full-time
- Great experience
. ., Great job
.. MONTGOMERY
. 11384 Montgomery Road
In the shops at Harper's Point
489-9777

LUNCH: Monday-Friday ll:3c;>-2:30 p.m.
DINNER: Monday-Thursday 5:00-10:00 p.m.,
·
Friday~saturday . s:00-11 :oo p.m.,
& Sunday· 4:00-9:00 p.m.

Interview witli u5 10:00 a.m. - 6:00
p.m. (.Monc(ay-Saturday) ·

5
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Ei>ITORIAL-

Construction delay
E

ven before construction of
the Cintas Center. began in
May of1998, university officials
· had projected its completion
would be in time for the commencement ceremonies of the
class of 2000.
Throughout the duration of the
project, they have held out hope
that this deadline would be met,
. meanwhile raising' the hopes of
the class intended to be the first
to graduate there.
Despite delays in construction,
things always seemed to magically get back on track (so they
said), making us wonder if con"
struction crews were working
around the clock to meet the set
goal.
Now that we have been informed that the.Class of2000 will
not graduate in the Cintas Center
because construction is six weeks
behind, we know that is not the
case.
Being reasonable people, we
completely u_nderstand deadlines
cannot always be met due to unexpected problems that arise. ·
However; it is hard to believe
that if construction was truly right
on schedule as of September (as
stated by project representatives
at Xavier), that it is suddenly six
weeks behind.
This is especially hard to be1ieve considering the freakishly
.warm weather we have h!:ld, which
has given construction crews

ample opportunities to work this
winter. Members of the graduating class have willingly put up
·with the many hassles brought
about by the construction of the.
· Cintas Center, all along believing
they would benefit in the end.
·Driving around the parking lot
in circles due to the limited spaces ;
available during construction,
having to wash our cars every
. week to dean off the caked-on
dust and grime and not to mention the nails and debris picked up
by our tifes were only some of
those hassles.
·
We even took the ·tuition increase in stride because we were
under the impression we would be
repaid with the hon~r of being the
first class to graduate in the Cintas
·Center. Xavier has been building up
the prospect of holding graduation
on campus this May all along, and
now we are being let down. What
makes matters even worse is that
we feel betrayed as well.
The Cintas Center has been
used as a selling point for underclassmen and seniors alike. Seniors, however, will never have the
opportunity to reap its benefits, ·
which the administration waited
until the last minute to tell us.
Maybe we werx naive in believing what we were told, but
why should we have doubted
them? From now on, we will
know better.
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LETTER

TO

THE

EDITOR-

Cintas Center news breaks trust
F

or the past three and a half
. years, I have looked at Xavier
as a university on a hill, an example
of how a college and its students
can exist as a "family," which not
only helps students receive the best
education possible bur also to become the best people possible.
I told my, family and friends this
when I went home for breaks, I told
prospective students this when I
gave them tours and I reiterated it
when I led them in orientation.
However, I began to doubt my
beliefs when I received Father
. Hoff's Jetter. I understand that
graduating in the Cintas Center was
not a right for seniors, merely a
privilege.
·
Still, if there is this great "university/student relationship," as we
· were told on our tours and throughout our years, then, like all relationships, trust is a right that should be
expected.
Yet, the misinformation and deception surrounding the_ Cintas
Center has been the final blow in
knocking out any trust in my rela. tionship with this university's administration.
There have been many issues in
The Newswire for the past year
ranging from drinking at dances,
campus housing for upperclass.men, Campus Police's jurisdiction
in off-campus affairs and the fines .
they acquire being sent to NANA.
. In all these instances, the admin- ·
istration was quick to point out
these were all matters of privilege
and not right.
.
However, what you failed to realize, or simply ignored, was that
the big problem for the students
dealt more with trust than anything
else.
..
First you did not trust' legal
adults to drink responsibly, and
then you did not trust student input
in the alcohol issue.
Furthermore, students could not
trust their university for on-campus
housing, and when they were lucky
to find substandard, overpriced off~
campus housing, they could not
trust their university in respecting
their privacy.
These little examples just made
the commencement announcement
that much harder to swallow. I understand problems and delays can·
and do occur in major construction

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY ERIN MOONEY

Seniors recently received letters telling them the Cintas Center
construction would not be completed by graduation.
projects, but you should have never
used the Cintas Center as a means
to increase student admission, as
well as athletic recruiting, if you did .
not have the vision and initiative to
make sure the project would be
completed in FOUR YEARS!
I would rather have been told
that I would not graduate in the
Cintas Center from the first day of
class this year instead offinding out
this way.
Yet, I have been led to believe
from day one up to the Jan. 12
Newswire' issue, that the Class of
2000 would graduate there in May.
Moreover, although I know
these. were two very different
projects of very d~fferent magnitudes than the construction of a bas- ketball stadium, I find it funny that
the new Schmidt Hall (which
houses the President's office and
Board Room) as well as Edgecliff
Hall were finished before you could
say "Century Campaign."
As for my message to the
Classes of '01, '02 and '03, I do believe in the strong family relation-·
ship at Xavier as it exists between
students and teachers, but I do not
think the administration at Xavier
has the right to include themselves
in the mix.
·
To them, all we represent are
dollars and Xavier University is just

a business! Remember that!
I think we all know from experience that broken trust is one of the
hardest things to mend. Also, I do
not think the letter from Fr. Hoff or
my _engraved Class of 2000 coin is
going to cover it.
My only hope is they wiH con- ·
tinue to try. As a good friend said,
"I think the construction company
needs to work some graveyard
shifts!"
If the powers that be would even
push for something like that they
would begin to regain my trust.

-Nicholas Young
Senior
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Intern finds own fulfillment
,

.

.

)

'

.
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· BY MELISSA CURRENCE .

spending eight-hour days reading where I volunteered, they would
about Farm Aid, .Budget Surplus normally respond, "Wow., that's
·This past summer, I packed.up and Richard Holbrooke;s''ainba&- terrific: I've always wanted to do
my britches and went to Washing- sador nomination, I was becom- that." B~t they wouldn't act on it.
ton to become a c.ongres.sionalin- ing concerPed about my role in the . · And most would tell me to be
tern. The office of Senator George
careful because "that's not a good
part qf town," but didn_'t offer to·
V. Voinovich was my destination
go with me to make sure I would
and working in his office of combe safe.
'
munications was my mission.
.This is the way I found out that
The internfolklore is infamous
a congressional staff job would
now, and I heard a lot of it. I met
not jive with me. I lost the perother interns, and we talked about
ception of glamour and honor that
the jokes, questions and giggles
I had always had for national poliwe all had received. One intern
tics.
confessed she was given kneepads
In return, I received an invaluas ajoke from her father.
able political education and a reOnce lwas there, working with·;:
spect for. the legislative branch of
the senators, I did the same taskS' ;
~o; b~ing.
I do at my campus office job: fil 7
the federal government. . The
ing, copying, faxing and jamming
value of civic duty is still -in me.
.This is why I will be an interri once
· to the hamsterdance Web site.
I had to play adult and dress
again.
up everyday. Wearing pantyhose
I am working with ReSTOC,
was the rule, but I sneaked by with
an organization committe<:I to pro~
more than a few bare-ankle days.. larger community.
viding qualit.{low-income housAt the orientation that my proHere I was, sending mass ing in Over-the-Rhine and supgram provided, the· advice was faxes, typing bullet points· from porting the rights of low-income
stay out of office politics. Most Alan Greenspan's testimonies and homeless individuals. Beof the time, we were the office and not being enlightened or ful- · cause I will be living in Over-thepolitics and kept the office man~ filled. So I called up a Washing- Rhine, everyone is telling me to ·
ger entertained or mad (I really ton D.C. women's homeless shel- be careful.
don't know).
This time I don't mind the adter and volunteered.
Being a bunch of college kids
· I would rush from the Senate. vice because I am happy with
left unsupervised, we couldn't re- Hart Building to Chinatown about myself for being an· individual
ally help ourselves. While l was once a week. When I ·told people who wants others to be safe too.
Contributing Writer

Here! was,.
sending mass faxes,
typing bullet points
from Alan
Greenspan's
. testimv.nies,and· ...... '"

· · · '· · '

enlightened or.
fulfilled.

-LETTER
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EDI.TOR-.

Group finds alcohol .alternatives
V

ery often we, as administraWe will be holding an informa- would like to be a part of the
tors, hear there's nothing to tional meeting over dinner (free). group.
do on the weekends ·at .Xavier, on Friday, Jan. 2i, from 6~8 p.m..
.Step up and make a difference
which is why students choose to
in your community!
drink ..
In response to that statement,
-Sylvia Bessegato
we are forming a group called
Associate V.P. for Student
C.A.R.E. (Campus Alcohol ReDevelopment/Dean of Students
sponsibility Effort), and we are
-pr. Luther Smith
looking for individuals who
Executive Director of
.would like to be a part of a new
Student Services
student group to organize innova-Dr. Tony Birckhead
tive weekend events on a regular
Dir. of Health& Counseling
basis about the issues relating to
-Dr. Chris Dacey.
alcohol within the Xavier commuDirector of Psychological
nity.
,
Services/Professor
· We are looking for students
-Lori Lambert
who are committed, energetic, di- in the Emory Board Room (SecAssociate Director of
verse and creative,· as well as in · · ond. (loor University Center).
Residence Life
touch with other Xavier students
Please call Sylvia Bessegato at
...;.Debra Mooney
· and interested in making· an im- X-4893 if you wantto attend or if
Psychologist, Health &
pact on the Xavier community.'.
you cannot make the meeting but
· Counseling
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.Solutions for graduation
L

ike many of my fellow seniors I
Part of the reason most students
was extremely disappointed in · work part time through the school.
Xavier's administrators, when I was , year and 40~_to 60-hour weeks in the
informed that the Cintas Center · summer is to obtain a degree from
would not be finished in time forour one of the nation's finest universigraduation.
ties. The guarantee that we would
How~ver, this is the situation and be the first class to graduate in this_
we, as a class, ·can start working to- amazing facility was added motivawards solutions or complain to no fion, a goal to strive for, and now it's
avail. Obviously, graduation will be gone!
held at the Firs tar Center, but the so- · I have several suggestions that
lutions ~f which I speak involve can help make up forthis. First, let's ·
making this up to the senior class.
NOT have the Baccalaureate l'vhlss
The students have made the big- in the fieldhouse. I attended last
gest compromise by accepting the year's :M,ass; and it was horrible.
fact that graduation will not be held
The fieldhouse is not the approin the Cintas Center, as guaranteed priate facility for this event. In fact
by o:ur administrators.
'
it mocks the ceremony! It does not
The guarantee is the source of the create the right ambiance and, not to
problem. Why they" guaranteed the mention, it was extremely hot insipe.
Cintas Center's completion in time
I s!-lggest we hold the.Baccalaufor the 2000 commencement cer- reate Mass at St. Peter in Chains Caemonies is beybncl me, especially thedral downtown where it was held
when you consider none of the con- two years ago. It may not be as construction or building renovations for .venient, but considering the circumthe Century Campaign have ever · stances, I think the university could .
been completed on time.
spare a little latitu~e.
In my four years at Xavier, at the
I also think it would be a nice gesbeginning of every class, a syllabus ture to invite the seniors back for a
is passed out. There is always a special reception at a basketball
clause stating the point reductions game next year, with excellent seats
made on late assignments. In other for the game.
. words, there will be consequences to
My last suggestion is we form a
pay for failure to complete a project committee with Fr. Hoff and gradu- .
on its assigned date.
ating seniors-to create other possiStudents have a strong feeling our bilities and ways to ensure a fan~as
administrators have lost touch with tic ceremony.
us. Why shouldn~t they foe! this
As a student leader who is very
way? There is nothing to prove to involved on this campus, I would like
the, students otherwise. At the risk to work with Fr. Hoff_ and others on
of sounding like a spoiled child, I this matter.
will concede that in· the grand
I have always been a proud
scheme of things, where we gradu- Xavier student and always quick to
ate is irrelevant.
defend the university. Perhaps we
However, this was used as a re- can still have that special day we
cruiting tool when we were seniors were hoP,ing for, we just have to
in high school. Its completion date wqrk together.
was pushed back several times. Let ·
-Dan Butler,
us not forget the class of 1999 was
originally scheduled to graduate in
· Senior
the Cintas Center!
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Rose has no thorn
against Xavier
Xavier easily defeated the
Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology in a rifle match Saturday
in the Armory, 6,148-5,714.
All four ·Musketee( shooters
recorded higher scores in the
smallbore competition than did
any of the RHIT shooters. Freshman Thrine Kane led XU with a
score of 1,159, followed by junior Shari Jedinak (1,156) and
freshm~n Joe Fitzgibbon (1,148)
and Scott Kerr (1,135) for a team
total of 4,598 points. RHIT scored
4,278 points. in the event.
In air rifle, Kane set a new
school record of 397, topping the
395 mark set by Apdrea Parker in
1995. Fitzgibbon turned in a 391,
senior Becky Brattain 383 .and
Fitzgibbon 379 .. Xavier outshot
Rose-Hulman 1,5~0-1,436 in air
-Matt Barber
rifle.

White resets school
record in win
Freshman Megan White broke
a s~hool record on Saturday while
leading the women's swim team
to a 52-42 vic~ory over Valparaiso.
White's time of 1:58.82 in the
200 freestyle bested the school
record of 1:59.29 which she had
set earlier in the yelir against St.
L'Ouis. White also took first in the
100 freestyle with a time of 55:45.
The team jumped out to a 3310 advantage after just five events
th~nks to first place finishes in the
400 ~edley relay, 1000 freestyle,
200 freestyle, 50 freestyle and the
400 individual medley.
Junior Rachel Reilly's time in
the 50 free of 25 .35 and senior Jan
Feichtner's time in the 400 IM of
4:45.09 were both good enough
for first place finishes. Freshman
Megan Caldwell took first in the
1000 free with a time of 11 :04.22.
Valp,araiso managed to cut the
deficit but fell short in the end,
giving the women's team another
win on the season.

Women take.two inA-10 play
the category, and Levandusky and
Phillips ·are the seventh and 10th ·
best scorers, respectively; in th.e Ac

BY MATT BARBER
Sports Writer

Two different shooting performances resulted in the same ending for Xavier (13-3) this weekend,
as they shot poorly in Mas~achu
setts and accurately· in Rhode Is. land and won both games.
The Musketeers upped their
Atlantic io record to 3-2 with two
important road wins this past
weekend to hold a third-place tie
· with Dayton in the West Division:·
-They trail George Washington (40) and Virginia Tech (3-1).
The win at Rhode Island (0-15
overall, 0-5 in the A-10) was expected as the Rams are a very
young team that was bad last year
and was then decimated by transfers and graduations. The win at
UMass (7-9, 4-1) helped show
Xavier's, and the West Division's,
strength in the conference. It was
·the first league-loss suffered by the
Minutewomen this season, who are
second in the East.
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The same trio of Tuukkanen,
Phillips and Levandusky lead XU
in rebounding as well. Phillips and
Tuukkanen (5.9 rebounds pefgame
each) are. 14th in the A-10, and
Levandusky (5 .6 rpg) is 16th.
Tuukkanen's .626 shooting percentage is tops in the conference and in
the top-10 nationally. Phillips,
shooting .547,is third in the A-10.
Waugh is fourth in the conference and first on the team in assists,
averaging 5.06 per game, and her
free-throw percentage of .851, is
third in the Atlantic 10. Phillips
free-throw percentage, .818; is
fourth. Waugh leads the A-10 in
three-point shooting percentage as
well, making threes at a .456 clip.
· One wonders that as_ long as she is
standing behind a line, Waugh will
not miss the shot.
Levandusky leads the Atlantic
10 in t~o categories, three-point
field goals made (2.56 per game)
and steals (3.31 per game). And her
three-point shooting percentage of
.402 is fourth in the league~
As a team, Xavier is first in the
A-10 in shooting (.493) and assists
(18.5 per game). The Musketeers'
77.3 ppg average is second in the
conference, as is their .740 freethrow shooting.

XAVIER 60, UMASS 60
Neither team shot very well Fri- .
.
·.
NEVI/SWIRE STAFF PHOTO
day· night in Massachusetts (XU
Junior Taru Tuukkanen poured in team-highs of 17 points and
37.5 percent, UMass 39.3 P.ercent),
nine rebounds in theteam's 68-60win over UMass. .
but Xavier was able to ',\in the
The Musketeers made just seven · mance, but it was Levandusky who
game at the free-throw line, where,
shooting a hair under 84 percent, · field goals in the second half, in 22 scored five ofXU's first nine points
the Musketeers converted 26-31 attempts, but they cashed in on 18 to put Xavier ahead before URI
opportunities into points. Fresh- free-throw points. Tuukkanen led could get on the board in the first
man point guard 'Amy Waugh set the way for XU in this contest like
half.
Xavier hosts two AtlaAtic 10
the pace in the 68-60 XU victory she has in so many others this seaShe pulled down eight rebounds West Division opponents this week
. at the charity stripe by making son with team-highs in points (17) to tie Phillips for the team-lead in in what will certainly be key games
eight of her 10 attempts there. Jun- and rebounds (nine).
that ~ategory and finished with · for the Musk~teers. La Salle (6-9)
ior center Taru Tuukkanen ":'as
Waugh added 13 points, despite s~ven points. Tuukkanen add¢ 10 is just 1-3·in bringing up the rear in
successful on all five of her trips .~ attempting just. two sho.ts. frnm the ·, points for the Musketeers and. five ·· the West '(along with Duquesn.e),
to the line, and junior forward Jen field in the contest (both of which
rebounds.
.
·. but the Explorers pulled off an ilpPhillips went 4-5.
were good). .
. A 9-2 run in the first half built set defeat of Xavier last year and

Key A-: 10 Games

.

Bicycle card
tournament
Five lucky Xavier students won
a trip to Florida in March by participating in the Bicycle card tournament in the O'Connor Sports
Center on Sunday.
Tony Anderson and Wilson H.
Williard III teamed up to win the
spades tournament. Alternates in
that event were Theresa Schrimpf
and Andrew Moore.
The team of Dave Michitti and
Randy Dublikar took first place in
euchre, followed by second place
alternates Aaron Romero and Kate
McDonough.
Euchre won't be the only event
that Michitti will be competing in
at the national tou~nament, as he
also won the hearts competition.
Second place honors went to Justin Hunt.
For more information on the
national tournament, visit
bicyclewildcards.com.
-Joe Angolia-
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Junior.guard Nicole Levandusky
recorded five steals in the Musketeer win in her quest to reset the
school's sing~e-season steal record
. as she has done in the past two years.
Both teams scored 33 points in
the second half, but Xavier's 35-27
. halftime lead was the difference in
the game.

XAVIER 77-RHODE ISLAND 47
The Musketeers shot much better in Kingston, Rhode Island, on
Sunday, when over 58 percent of
their attempts fell through the hoop
on the way to a 77-47 win over the
hapless Rams (0-15, 0-5) in which
all 12 Xavier players scored points.
Phillips tallied a team-high 14
points on a 7 ··9 shootin·g perfor-

Xavier's lead to 13, 18-5, with

would love to do it again at 7 p.m.
on Thursda·y in Schmidt

time score.
Ultimately, it was the play of
XU's post players who were able to
take adyantage of the. undersized
Rains that made the difference in the
game; URI's shooting percentage
(23.6) for the contest did not ma).ce
things any harder for the Musketeers either.

Fieldhouse.
The real _contest of the weekend
is Saturday's game against George
Washington at 2 p.m. The Colonials
(13-2) have been the biggest traditional women's power in the Atlantic 10, and despite a season last year
in which they did not receive an
NCAA bid (although they were a
bubble team), they are right back
on top of the division with a 4-0
conference mark. XU could make
a serious move to the top of the West
with two wins this weekend.

11:48left,enroutetoa39-23half~

AT THIS POINT
Four Musketeers are averaging
double-digit scoring this season
through 16 games: Tuukkanen (16.3
points per game), Levandusky (13.5
ppg), Phillips (13.1 ppg) and Waugh
(10.3). Tuukkanen is one-tenth of
a point off of the conference lead in

GAME

On Tap

Thursday, Jan: 20

Tuesday, Jan. 25

Sunday, Jan. 30

•Women's basketball vs. La
Salle at 7 p.m.

•Men's basketball vs.
Temple at 9:30 p.m.

Saturday, Jan. 22

Friday, Jan .. 28

•Men's basketball vs.
.Fordham at 2 p.m.
•Women's basketball vs.
Virginia Tech at 2 p:m.

•Women's basketball vs.
George Washington at 2
p.m.
•Rifle vs. Kentucky at noon.
•Swimming vs. Duquesne
and Cleveland St. at 1p.m.

•Women's basketball vs.
Duquesne at 7:05 p.m.
•Swimming vs. IUPUI and
Northern Iowa at 7 p.m.

Sunday, Jan. 23

•Swimming vs. IUPUI and
Northern Iowa at 11 a.m.
•Rifle vs. West Virginia at 8 a.m.

•Men's basketball vs. La
Salle at 2 p.m•.

Saturday,· Jan. 29

Home men's basketball
games are held in the
Cincinnati Gardens.
Home women's basketball
games are held in
Schmidt Fieldhouse.
Home games are in bold

of the

WEEK
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
VS. Ci.W.

2 p.m. at Schmidt
Fieldhouse
The Colonfals are currently
perched atop the the A-10 West
Division after cruising to a 122 (3-0 in the A-10) record. A
win here would be a major step
toward cha_llenging George
Washington for the top spot in
the division along with _letting
the Colonials know just who the
team to beat is in the A-10.
·

·n
.
·
..
·
..
·
.
.
.
'
·· ukes add to Musketeers woes
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nailing 17-18 free-throws in the final four minutes of the game, disSports Editor
The men's basket.J:>all team is in
allowing the Muskete(lrs to make up
the midst of one of the longest
any ground.
home-court winning streaks in the
The Musketeers turned the ball
nation. Their 24 wins at the Cinover just 14 times while forcing 20,
cinnati Gardens, three shy of the
yet were. unable to keep up with
school record 27 (1986-1988),
Duquesne's shot-making ability.
makes them· a force to be reckoned
The discrepancy in free-throw percentages, Duquesne made 23-28
with at home.
compared to Xavier's 15-25, ~ame
.The team's success outside of
Cincinnati is another story though.
into play down the stretch.
By following up last Tuesday's loss
The Musketeers' shooting from
the field wasn't much better, as the
to Dayton with a shocking loss to
team hit just 28-72 ( .389) for the
upstart.Duquesne, the Musketeers . ·
have managed to lose three of their
· game compared to the Dukes' 2860.
last four road games.
A tale of two teams has· e111erged · ·
Junior point· guard Maurice
McAfee, who led the team in scorthus far this season. One team
seemingly unbeatable at home~
ing entering, the game at 14.2 points
per game, failed to make a field goal
even against the top- ·anked ··
until the last minute of play and finBearcats, and the other virtually
unable to pull off the close wins on
ished with just seven points, though
he did register seven assists.
the road~
The team's composure on. the·
Senior Darnell Williams finished
road will need· to be taken care of ·
with .17 points after almost singleimmediately, otherwise these early
handedly pulling the Musketeers
season lapses may come back to
bac.k late in the game by connecthaunt it come selection time, as the
ing on consecutive three-point atMusketeers might yefagain be deltempts and sinkirig 2-3 free-throws:
egated to the National Invitational
Sophomore Lloyd Price and
·Tournament instead of the "Big
West added strong play offensively
Dance."
and under the boards. West conNEWSWIRE PHOTO BY JOHN THOMPSON
tributed 15 points and nine reJunior
Maurice
McAfee
was
the
team's
leading
scorer
at
14.2
ppg
_bounds
despite playing with four
.DUQUESNE 85, XAVIER 78
BY JOE ANGOLIA

entering last week's game against Duquesne.

Entering Saturday's gai:ne, the
· Dukes stood at 2-1 in the A-10 and . warded with an elbow to the head
had already improved on last from Smith.
season's 1-15 conference record.
West, who suffered a concussion
The Musketeers, however, had de.: against Dayton, was sent to the floor
feated Duquesne the last fi_ve times but managed to shake it off and re~
.. ,t!te. t'.>"9 teams had met.
main in the game. Smith w·as given
.On paper, one cmdd expect the ··an intentional foul for his aritfos and'
Musketeers, who entered the game watched as West responded by hi.twith a 11-4 record, to walk· away ting one of his free-throws, bringwith their 12th win. Unfortunately ing theXmen within two points; 18for Xavier though, that's why the 16.
·
games are played.
On Xavier's ensuing play
Head coach Darelle Porter's · . though, West was whistled for an ofsquad came out ready to do battle fensive foul, his third. When West
wfth the Xinen. Center Simon.. protested the call at the bench he was
Ogunlesi, back from a one-game issued a technical, giving him four
suspension for bad attitude, used his fouls with the entire second half still
elbows and cheap shots to let the seven minutes away.
Musketeers know just that:
. Ogunlesi's side show came late
The first half was not without in the first half, when he and sophoincident, as Ogunlesi and Wayrie more Kevin Frey battled for a re~mith set out to send a message to
bound after Ogunlesi's shot .in the
the Xmen. · Freshman David West paint failed to fall through.
s cored on a layup, and was reWhile several players wrestled

·

·

fouls for a large portion of the
for the ball, Ogunlesi and Frey be- game.
.
came tangled up and were sent
Price added a double-double
sprawling to the floor. Ogunlesi with team-highs in both points, 19,
took exception to the play and re- and rebounds, 10. The Dukes'
sponded by kicking Frey; his ka- Smith also recorded a doublerate was awarded a technical.
. double, finishing with 20 points and
, ·The Milsketeers'kept t~e game " 11 rebounds.
·
close in the .first half, trailing 36. Duquesne's win, and Dayton's
34, but had to watch in horror as subsequent loss at Fordham, placed
the Dukes went on a 17-4 run to the Dukes insole possession of first
start the second half. Before they place in theA-10 at 3-1. ·
knew it, the Musketeers were facDAYTON 76, XAVIER 72
ing a 68-50 deficit.
After one half of action, the
The 18-point hole didn't last
long, though, as the Musketeers Musketeers appeared as if thev
came up with a run of their own, would put an end to their losin~
pouring in 12 unanswered .points. streak at UD Arena.
Havin& rallied back, the Xmen .
The Xmen had not been victoriappeared as if they were set to ous at UD since 1994, but a 37-35
pulloff the c.omeback. The Dukes, halftime lead gave fans hope that
however, were hardly willing to their luck might be changing. The
yield .their upset win. . The Flyers, who entered the game at 11Duquesne players responded to be- 2, had already bested the Kentucky
ing sent to the charity stripe by Wildcats earlier in the year and

were looking to take the early lead
in the race for the A-10 West with a
win over Xavier.
Tbe Musketeers fell behind 6857, but used an 11-1 spurtto take a
one-point lead with 2:21 left to play.
The team's inability to make a basket over the remainder of the game,
and Dayton's Clutch shooting from
the line (6-6 down the stretch), allowed the Flyers to slip away with
yet another win.
The Xmen had their chances, but
were simply unable to capitalize on
Dayton's m~stakes. AUD turnover
with 25 seconds to play gave the
Musketeers a chance to tie the
game, down 72-69.
Xavier used two time-outs to
diagram the play, but when play
resumed, Williams turned the ball
over to Edwin Young. Young was fouled and responded by sinking
both of his free-throws, putting the
Flyers ahead 74-69.
McAfee tried to keep XU's
c.hances alive, hitting a three~
pointer with 8.2 seconds left, but
UD f.reshman Brooks Hall hit on
both ends of his following freethrows, crushing any hopes for a
Xavier win.
West, who left the· game on a
stretcher with 3:23 left to play after
suffering a concussion, finished
with a team-high 10 boards to go
with eight points.
McAfee and Williams led the
way offensively, scoring 15 and 13
points, respectively.
Sophomore Aaron Turner
played well in his first game back
: from suspension, finishing with 10
points and four rebounds.

· WHERE THEY ARE
Turrier's return to the XU rotation means he and Frey will have
to split time at power forward.
Frey filled in inore than adequately in Turner's absence, scoring a career-high 29 points against
Central Michigan, and should remain as the starter.
The Xmen 's next competition
comes at home agairist La Salle
before they head back to the road
to take on Temple.

Bremer earns top honors after downing Owls
BY SEAN O'BRIEN
Asst. Sports Editor

A-10
AWARD WINNERS

St. Bonaventure continued to
THROUGH .GAMES OF JAN. 15
roll with a surprising victory over
Temple. Bonnies sophomore J.R.
PLAYER OF THE WEEK
Bremer was named Atlantic 10
J.R. BREMER
Pla:yer-of-the-Week as he averaged
ST.
BONAVENTURE.
12.5 points per game and 3.5 re12.5
PPG,
3.5 REBOUNDS
bounds per game in their two vieGAME
WINNING
3-PTER
. tories against St. Joseph's and
Temple.
ROOKIE OF THE WEEK
Bremer hit the game winning
CHRIS MONR,OE
three-pointer with 2.8 seconds left
GEORGE
WASHINGTON
as· St. Bonaventure upset Temple.
23
PPG,
9.5 RPG
They are the only undefeated team
in conference play at 4-0.
The A-10 Rookie-of-the-Week Xavier, Duquesne improved to 3-1
award features a George Washing- in A-10 play· and took sole posseston freshman other than SirValiant sion of first place in the west.
Brown. Chris Monroe averaged .
Dayton is right behind them at
23.0 ppg, 9.5 rpg and made 13-13 }-1, after a surprising ?0-61 loss at
from the free-throw line as GW beat Fordham; The Dukes arid Flyers
American 83-72 and lost to Virginia both beat Xavier at home and have
Tech 82•72 this past week.
taken an early lead in the conference
With their 85-78 victory over standings.

Xavier has struggled in the early
going of conference play. They·
have a big game coming up against
La Salle on Sunday and then travel
to Temple on Tuesday. If XU can
, win these two games they might
still have a chance to win the A~ 10
West. Xavier needs to play solid.
·basketbal if they want to overtake
Dayton and Duquesne for the lead·
in the conference standings. Both
of whom make a visit to· the Cincinnati Gardens in February.
The Bonnies have proven to be
the biggest surprise thus far in· the
A-10. The Bonnies have a 12-2
record and are in first place in the
A-10 East with a 5-0 record. With
four starters back.from last year's
team, three of which are seniors,
St. Bonaventure plays with a lot of
experience. The Bonnies will need
to continue to play strong if they
wish to stay ahead of Temple in the
east division.

three victories this past week as they
improved to 14-2 overall and 5-0
in conference. At 8.3 apg, Zampella
THROUGH GAMES OF JAN. 15
is currently second in the nation and
first in the A~lO in that category.
PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
Smith averaged 15.5 ppg and 9.5
·ANGELA ZAM.PELLA
rpg as the Minutewomen beat St.
ST. JOSEPH'S
Bonaventure and lost to Xavier.
9.3 PPG, 10 ASSISTS
Smith grabbed a career high 15 rebounds and tossed in 11 points for
NEKOLE SMITH
her first double-double of the seaUMASS
son against St. Bonaventure.
15.5 PPG, 9.5 RPG
Against Xavier, she led her teatn
with 20 points while going 8-12
ROOKIE OF THE WEEK · from the field.
ERICA LAWRENCE
The Rookie-of-the-Week. was
GEORGE WASHINGTON
awarded to freshman Erica
18 PTS ON 7-10 FG
Lawrence of George Washington.
The A-10 women's Player-of- Lawrence scored a career high 18
the-Week award was shared by St., points in the. Colonials win at VirJoseph's senior Angela Zampella ginia_'!'ec;h.-Lawrence leads GW in
and UMass's sophomore Nekole · field goal percentage at 58 percent.
Smith.
She is also the Colonials' fourth
Zampella averaged 9.3 ppg and leading scorer at 9.5 ppg.
10 assists per game in the Hawks'

A-10
AWARD WINNERS
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.Like 'Cheers,' except.witboutNorm
·SO MANY CURRENT AND FORMERMUSKETEERS
ARTHUR'S,
SOMEONE
WILL KNOW YOUR NAME
. FREQUENT
.
.
. .
.
'

,,

'

· All di.nners "From .the
Skillet" are accompanied by
Contributing Writers
a side salad. The price of the
World-famous clarinetist and
If you can manage to find a pl;ice. Caju11 chicken linguine meal
Cincinnati native Richard
Stoltzman will perform with. the to· park. in ·Hyde Park, check out was $8.29.
Arthur's specialty is their
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra Arthur's Cafe. Located on Edwards
Jan. 21 at·ll a.m. and Jan. 22 at Road, around the corner from half-pound ground chuck
Graeter's, Arthur's is hidden on the burgers, which all come with
8 p.m. at Music Hall.
fries. Arthur's offers many
The concert features such 20th. edge of Hyde Park Square.
Arthur's can be ·described as a bar unique burgers like the
Century orchestral works as
Copland's "Fanfare for the Com-. ·and restaurant, serv,ing a wide variety guacamole burger, the Cajun
mon Man," Barber's ''Adagio for of American food. Chances are you and jack burger and the un- Strings" and Strauss' "Der will find many fellow Xavier fans and burge~ (a turkey burger).
students dining alongside you or even
All day Sunday, Monday .
Rosenkavalier" suite.
and Tuesday is "B_urger
Tickets are priced from $13 to serving 'the food.
The menu begins with appetizers Madness,'' whenorie can or- '
$49 and are available by phone
, called ''getting started.'' The appetiz- der a burger with any com~ .
at 381-3300.
ers inciude everything from potato bi nation' of traditi.onal. ana .·..
skins with Monterey Jack, .cheddar, untraditional toppings. for
bacon and sour cream, to a veggie only $4.99. Chili,jalapefios,
The 1999-2000 season of the
pizza bake catered to vegetarian din- bleu cheese and black beans ·
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra
ers.
are a few of the unconvenChamber Players Series continThe veggie pizza bake is a flour tional burger toppings.
ues on Friday, Jan. 21 at 7 :30 p.m.
tortilla .covered with a mixture of fresh
Of course you have_your
.in Memorial Hall.
vegetables, olive oil, oregano, garlic, usual. choices, such as
The concert . will feature
. Dijon and topped with melted provo~ American cheese, bacon or
Ludwig Van Beethoven's Trio in
lone cheese.
sauteed onions. With all
C Minor, Benjamin Britten's
The spinach quesadilla ($5.95), an these choices you can go
Phantasy Quartet and Bedrich.
unusual grilled spinach tortilla (and "mad" deciding what you
Smetana's Quartet No. 1 in E
it really is green) is stuffed with want on your burger.
Minor.
Monterrey Jack and cheddar cheeses,
Of course the perfect way
Tickets are $20 for box seats
spinach and bacon. Guacamole, salsa to top off a wonderful meal
NEWSWIRE PHOTO COURTESY OF JACKSON GOODNIGHT
and $15 in the orchestra and bal~
and sour cream is· served on the side. ·is with dessert. One in par- · Arthur's Cafe, tucked away in a scenic corner of Hyde Park Square,.
cony. Tickets are available by
If you want a change from the nor- ticular is the chocolate offers delicious meals and a frien~ly host of Xavier's finest.
phone at 381-3300.
mal appetizer, the spinach quesadillas mousse pie for $3.49. Al. are highly recommended.
though small for its price, the You might even recognize your ·credit card or cash. If desired, you ·
The menu also includes "Garden · chocolate mousse pie was very rich server.
can place a carry-out between 11
"Island of the Sharks" is in its Harvest," a medley of salads like the and appetizing. (But don't pass up
·our server, who was a Xavier. a.m. and 2:30 ·a.m. (normal operfinal month at the Omnimax The- grilled chicken pasta salad, the Mexi- Graeter's ice cream for this pie student, was very courteous. Even ating hours) by calling 871-5543.
atre in the Cincinnati Museum can chicken salad and the buffalo you won't miss anything.)
though she was polite and prompt, Besides the few unfavorable hapCenter.
salad.
For all you vegetarians out there, she dropped the check before the penings at Arthur's, the overalJ exThe real life ocean drama '
Also offered is a traditional. Greek Arthur's has many items your taste meal was over. She forgot to ask if perience was quite pleasing_ and
documents the lifestyle of these salad including Greek olives, Feta buds will approve of. ·
we wanted any dessert or after-din-. convinced us to return.
predators searching out and de- cheese; tomato, cucumber, lemon,
One popular vegetarian item is ner drinks.
Newswire Rating:
.
vouring their prey.
banana peppers and oregano on a bed the spicy black bean burger. It conYou can pay your tab with a
Tickets, are $6.50 for adults, of crisp lettuce.
sists of black beans, onions, corn,
$5.50 for seniors and $4.50 for
Accompanying the salad is a .bal- brown rice, green chili peppers,
children, and are available at the samic vinaigrette dressing and home- vegetable protein and tomatoes.
box office.
made garlic bread. The salad was me- Served along the side is pasta salad
For show times, visit dk~re, mainly because it was entirely itnd "pink salsa."
www.cincymuseum.org.
cht::ap ice burg lettuce, which was
Another vegetarian item that
turning brown, instead of the typical might interest you is the grilled vegromaine lettuce and spinach that make etarian club. It is a grilled whole
wheat sandwich with alfalfa
Changing of the Guard.: The up most "traditional" Greek salads.
The
olives,
however,
were
authen.
sprouts,
onions, mushrooms, toma~
Festival of New British Cinema
tic,
and
the
dressing
was
outstanding.
toes,
.S\\fiss,.chec:ldai;
~nd Monterey
continues at the Wexner Center
The
.price
of
the
Greek
salad
was
a
Jack
cheeses
lathered
with thousand
on Saturday, Jan. 22 at 7 p.m.
fair
$5.29.
island.
The featured films will be
.. -·· . . . , . ..
.
.
.
With all this great food is a
"Divorcing Jack," the dark politiMoving on in the menu, "From the
.cal -comedy, and "The Scar," Skillet" offers mostly pasta dishes in- friendly atmosphere. On the smokwhich documents British work-· eluding portabella stuffed ravioli and ing side of the restaurant is the
pasta primavera.
lively bar. The walls are mounted
ing class culture.
The
Cajun
chicken
linguine
is
a
·
with artifacts of the Hyde_Park and ;'. s1onsL!9f{s~@entfWn.tt.en.'cP.lily~'. ;:;;All-' pl~ys" sho~·-*• ·be .one 'act and no
Admission is $5 for the gencombination
of
mushrooms,
tomatoes
greater
Cincinnati area.
eral pul?lic and $4 for students
:· fo~g~r:;~~~~~#~ifo4i~'.~.'.i~,P-~ff9#Pari.cr~~iri1e::::i'. • ....•. ·. . ·•
·
and
pieces
of
chicken
with
a
creamy
Don't
expect a quiet romantic :. ,.·.·:rn~:d~adillie:i~\Sli*1dayJi1an~2.3.'~tnoQit-,P:l.ays.should.be.t~rned in
and senior citizens. For tickets
and directions, call (614) 292- Cajun sauce. This entree was superb, dinn~r, the place is quite energetic :~ica'tliy'.·§pri~~figi~;~\~lij~~~~~~tfi~ l)-rii~etsit~.; :c~rit~r; ,Clown the· hall
and is strongly recommended to any- and provides a fun and friendly at3535.
one who doesn't mind mild spice.
mosphere~
The comb.ination of the tender
Most of the customers are
chiqken,
linguini
and
sauce
made
for
Xavier
students or fans, so be pre-·
· The University of Cincinnati·
:.-:, ~·-:: -.:>·-;:,·;· ·..';, ·. :.~·~<·~ ·: .. ,.-·.
.'
a
fulfilling
meal.
·
·
pared
to
see many familiar faces.
College-Conservatory of Music
Percussion Ensemble will be performing Friday, Jan. 21 at 8 p.m.
in Corbett Auditorium.
For tickets and more information, call 556-4183.
The following discs are due for release on or before Jan. 18 ...
Saturday, Jan. 22 - .
Wednesday, Jan. 19 ·
Alan Jackson
The Big Wu
.
Flavor Flav, It's About Time (Mystic Music) .... Lo Fidelity All-Stars,
@
The
Barrel
House·
w/ Brad Paisley
The University of Cincinnati
On the· Floor at the Boutique (Co.lumbia) ... The Pushers, Turning Blue
@ Firstar Center
College-Conservatory of Music
(Bomp) ... The Quadrajets, When the World's on Fire (Touch and Go) ...
presents a Classical Guitar EnTh~rsday, Jan. 20
Run-D.M.C., Crown Royal (Arista) .. , The Pimps, To. a Cool Person, Stay
Tuesday, Jan. 25
semble on Tuesday, Jan. 25 at 8
Johnny
Winter
That Way (Hollywood) ... Da 504 Boyz, Goodfellas (No Limit) ... The
p.m. in the Patricia Corbett TheAnthrax
@Annie's
Drags, Set Right Fit to BlowClean Up (Touch and Go) ... Tha Eastsidaz,
@Annie's
atre.
and
G 'd Up (TVT) ... Enlgma, Behind the Mirror (Virgin) ''.' Chuck Prophet,
For tickets and more informaMindset
The Hurting Business (HighTone) ...
tion, call 556-4183.
@Top Cat's
... all date~ are tentative. ·

Symphony upd~te

BY JACKSON GOODNIGHT.
. AND MARIE LEIST

More symphony

Killer sharks

****

British cinema

''/l4J~~~tll~1t~~t~.;u~=~~~

ili~~~~~~\"¢~~i~~~#~~;:•:b~~;

Percussion

!

O New Releases O

·Classical guitar

.

.live Wires
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'Play it tothe Bone' not quite a knockout
. STRONG ACTING SOMEHOW SALVAGES THE UNINSPIRING STORY IN TIDS POOR MAN'S 'ROCKY'
BY MIKE KOHLBECKER

Assistant Diversions Editor
What happens when tvrn
washed-up boxers are offered the
opportunity tO once again seek out
glory?
If the opportunity is granted at
the expense of the other fighter, the
result is an emotionally charged,
anger-ridden, testosterone-driven
battle; Add in an ex-girlfriend and
the result is "Play it to the Bone."
Vince Boudreau (Woody
Harrelson) and Cesar Dominguez
(Antonio Banderas) are best friends
and professional boxers who have
not worked in years.
Once upon a time, they. were
destined for greatness. Back.in the··
day, Vince and Cesar were promis~
·ing young boxers, predicted by all
to be contenders for the championship.
Unfortunately, the powers that
be reduced each fighter to a car~er
of working out in a run-down gym,
dreaming of what might have been.
But, sometimes opportunity
knocks twice.
When the_ undercard fighters for
"The Fight of the Century" (Mike
Tyson vs. "so.meone") are. found
dead the morning of the fight, ptomoters are left scrambling for a pair
of replacements.
Promoter Joe Domino asks
Cesar and Vince to fill in and fight

each other. The reward for fight" Vince has no regrets
ing your best friend? Fifty thou- about giving into
.sand dollars and the winner recieves pleasures of the
a guaranteed shot at the chaµipion- flesh.
ship.
·
All of Vince's
So;road trip to Las Vegas!
quirks, mixed in ·
With no transportation and mere with Cesar's eino~
hours to mive, the friends request tions and Grace's
the services of mutual ex-girlfriend wavering loyalty,
Grace Pasic (Lolita Davidovich). make for one interThe trio races off to what will be esting ride.
the showdown of their lives.
Also to be noted
. Who will win the fight and re- is the intensity of
kindle their chances for glory? the boxing scenes.•
What will become of Grace? Will The match builds
they even make it there aliv~?
from an unexciting
"Play i.t. to the Bone" lacks all pummeling to a nothe.essep.tial elements for a decent "holds-barred slugmovie. It has a slow start, a weak fest. ~.11 of the emending, and the story really isn't cial factors are intact,
including
that remarkable.
· This in mind, thank God fortal- blood, sweat and
Vince Boudreau (Woody Harrelson) and Cesar Dominguez (Antonio Banderas)
ented actors; The unlikely Woody hallucinations.
argue over who is a better lover while their mutual ex-girlfriend Grace (Lolita
Harrelson/Antonio Banderas duo . Bo~ing enthusiDavidovich) looks on.
. .
.
saves .this movie by truly making asts will also be
the most out of thefr characters.
pleased to know that
Vince's most defining character-: Mi~e Tysoi;i makes a ·five-second
istic is his intense and sometimes cameo.
warped religious beliefs.
The viewer is given the opporA born-again Christian, he rou- tunity to choose a favorite boxer
tinely sees visions of Jesus, who he and root liim on until the intense fin.believes is. going to destroy .the ish'. ··
Vatican during his return to earth.
While it is not exactly the next
In his spare time, he enjoys read- "Rocky," "Play it to the Bone" does
ing the Bible and correcting the use have its moments. Superb acting
of God's name in vain.
comes fo the rescue once again, .
Despite his religious beliefs,
·Newswire rating:

**-A
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Edwin McCain.
Messenger
(Lava Records)
Anyone lucky enough to ·have
heard Edwin McCain before his .
breakout platinum single "I'Ir Be;•
is more than likely slightly wary of
the "new" Edwin.
While his first studio album,
Honor Among Thieves, was uneven
at times, it nonetheless showed off
the jam-band, Southern rock potential that Edwin and Co. possessed.
The small hit "Solitude," with
Dariu_s Rucker, was a pop gem, and
. the fastrocking"Jesters, Dreamers,
and Thieves," showcased the multi- faceted talent of the entire ensemble.
Misguided Roses, the second LP, .
continued on the pop-sty lings, including ~he monster ballad of summer '98 and beyond, "I'll Be."
While the original CD release
rendition utilized the entire band,
it was the Edwin-only version that .
caught.the hearts of a WB nation.
Fans of the band had to wonder:
would Edwin forsake the band and
"sell out,'' or would he return to ·
jam-band status for the third release?
Well, for all those fans that be-

lieved the former, put your doubts
aside. Messenger opens with a ·
rousing, rocking song, "Wish in this
World," that features the entiry
groupjamming as usual.
For.the record,the band plays a
vital role from opening note to the .
final chord, stepping aside only
briefly for the ac~ustic rendering of
"I'll Be." Edwin may have the
name, but he knows that it is with
the band that he will have the mc:ist
success.
The band includes Craig Shields,
whose saxophone may make some
think of Leroi Moore from DMB,
but closer listening reveals a style
all his own. Dave Harrison provides
the. clean-cut drum and percussion,
while Larry Chaney and Scott
Bannevich provide electric guitar
and bass, respectively.
·
The group sounds as tight as they
ever have, with stand-out perfor- .
mances on the above "Wish in this
World," and the cl~sic, destined for
radio-fame "Beautiful Life."
Once again, Edwin acknowledges his penchant for soulful bal~
lads, with the wrenching "Promise
of You," haunting "Prayer to St.
Peter," and first single, "I Could Not
Ask For More."
The band makes sure to remember their rocking roots with the teen
anthem "Do Your Thing," and the
fast-paced "Anything Good About .
Me," which seems to channel a little
Bryan Adams in,his summer of '69
d·ays.
While this album ·does, at times,
have a slick, commercial feel that
the previous two lacked, it nevertheless maintains that fun rock feeling that older fans will immediately
recognize. · Thanks go out t() Kati
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Schnell for the .review copy, and grinding guitar riff that Aiice In forced them, at gunpoint, to play
background for him. Ditto for "A
Courtnay Hruska, who made me Chains might be proud of.
. The lyrics are just about as dark More Luminous Skin." Don't walk
aware of the second album, showing me that Edwin McCain was as Alice, too. "Going down l just this way, please.
Trfick eight, ."Glamourpuss,'.'
more than just a one-album won- to get my fill I in hell" is a pretty
good example of this song's lyrics, continues to reflect Jucifer's causder.
. a§ well as some of the only intelli- tic side. It offers this sentiment,
· This CD earns $$$.
- Will f'enton, gible words to be found then~. framed by nightmarish, crashing
Contributing Writer Needless to say, the sound needs a :chords and cymbalsi "If you're so
little· polishing before. they could ·good I just die young I burn in hell
share the stage with Layne Staley . for all the lies behind your tongue."
In an attempt to make a catchy
and company,
."Long Live the King" is a two- pop ditty or drop some bitter sarminute sprint_ into madness. Some~ casm on us, Jucifer dusts off some
thing tells me this isn't about Elvis: · acoustic guitars and serves us "Hero
perhaps it's the manic guitar thrash- Worshipf' The chorus of said song
ing, or singer/guitarist Amber runs thus: "I wanna be like Tabitha
Valentine's piercing screams.
Soren/ and have my ownshow on
"Malibu" calms it down a bit, MTV I I wanna be like Tabitha
. with Valentine singing in a sweet Soren I cause rm not happy with
(for once) tone as she alternates me."
There's· really no need to go furbetween lines of English and
French. Between the bilingual ther. If you can;t tell yet, opinion
verses and the samples ofradio con- of this CD is Jess than sparkling.
versations,
your guess is as good as The musical style is irritating the
~Jucife~
mine
when
it comes t<_> what she's _way a train going by your bedroom
Calling All Cars on the
window at four in the morning is
saying.
Vegas Strip
"To the Plate" is a study ill gritty irritating. The lyrics try to talk big
(Capricorn)
repetition. Most songs are divided but end up sounding either
Has everyday life gotten so bad into sections t~at carry .a single uninspiring or unintelligible.
·If you're happy, this CD will torthat people are inspired to write theme or idea set to music, commusic like this? No one can deny monly called a "verse,"followed by pedo your mood, and if you 're dethere is an unfair number of people a repeated "chorus~" .Thus, these pressed, it may send you scramwho drew a rotten lot in life, but "verses" usually differ from each bling for the number to Charter.
No matter where .you get help,
Jucifer is really not helping anyone other in_ that they have different
don't expect it from this CD. Sorry
with Calling All Cars on the Vegas words.
Strip. OK, OK, your life is dark
AP.parently, Jucifer feels they are your life is dark and meaningless
beyond such trifling details .. Now, -'- don't expect us to buy your
and depressing - we get it.
The only way to understand there's nothing wrong with bend- records.
This disc earns $.
what I mean is to take a little spin ing the conventional form of popu- Jonathan Mosko,
with me through the disc and see lar music as long as: 1) it works,
-Diversions Editor
what this Georgia7based rock duo and 2) it sounds like you meant to
has put together. (Bring your ear- do it.
muffs.)
''.Nickelto .Roll" is interesting in
The first track, . "Code that it sounds kind of like '.frent
Escovedo" starts out with a slow, Reznor kidnapped Run DMC and.
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disc the way a baseball junkie an- . Scorpions updated for.2000.
. ticipates opening day. While some
· Also worthy of mention are the .
ofthe names in the lineup may be· Radiohead sound-alike Brando and
· MAN;\N]) -~S.FOOD-·. A TIMELESS LOVE AFFAIR
familiar, it is a given there will be · their. m~lancholy "Down."
Finally,
the
solo-artist
Kitty,
on
quite a few new faces. One c~n only
.·.
BY "THE FATiMAN''
drink specials. Many regulars rechope the new members will be able ."How I Know," -is a Lilith-flavored
.I
··.
mixture
of
Lisa
Loeb
by
w,ay
of
Guest
Writer
ommend the.PilsnedJrquell from
to take the places of the former
Man~sjj~stin~tii:ict
w~s
hunger.
·
·the
Czech Republic, first brewed
.
Shawn Colvin with a dash of folk
stars.
thefirsphingJ
thinkofin
in
1292.
'
I:mean,
Aware 7 is no slouch in present- · flavoring for good measure.
the
morning
is
whatam
I
goi11gto
For
the
experiJllental
type,'
ing· hot new rookies. While the vetOf special note, this compilation .
erans ori this disc number only one, . features the first inclusion of an art~ . eat today., :Last Friday, I visite.cl Allyn's offers a number of dishes
Allyn'sCafi:(ancJ:h~dy,et another featuring shrimp.and alligator.
it is safe to say they pack the tight ist already signed to a major label:.
sounds expecte~ of a veteran band. Gus. Their contribution includes
•()11e·nigh{:~taqt(wifA.~h~iri~µc\9.~~ · · .For "ctessert, (had a piece of
• Various Artists
':Give
Back
Yourself'
is
a
powthe
tracks
'.'Laugh
I
could
Learn
To
Aware Seven:
erful, bard-rocking pop song froin Love," and "Going Our Way."
· The Compilation
The Guffs, a ban.d known for their
Bo.th pie_ces suggest this singer/
(Aware Records)
hard-edged rock.
songwriter has a bright ftiture
Aware Records is an indie label
Hailing from Milwaukee, the ahead, as the songs resonate with a
based in the heart of the Midwest; Guffs should be familiar to the se- per'sonal touch rarely found in · ·beer)1st;.J~~st5J1Y;e. !mu~1c, \P~st\ fif;>.rmg ,m~.::ri;ul):(,a,ncl ·paper towels
Chicago. Being .centered in vener- nior class, as, they played a gig on today's plethora of sound-alike
able Chi-town, one.might not think the residential mall in the fall of '96. teeny-bopper, New Kid destined,
to associateAware with some of the. "Give Back Yourself," is off their radio muzak.
best Southern rock or West Coast second major release, Holiday
· While the compilation does in- •
pop in recent years.
From You.
. _elude the occasional dud, such. as .j~fi!cJi' are.foq,V,e~¢dhvithA1ri~ique;: ,,f o~e,rall, :Allyn's offers a· superb
Yet,. glancing at a list of the
Featuring guest vocals from Rob . the MB 20 wannabes "Mesh;" and
bands included on volumes 1~6, it Thomas of MB 20, the song is a the overly repetitive, destined to get
and. en·can be said Aware is at the forefront. poignant tribute to a friend of lead stuck ih your head "Ironsides," by ..
Among bands you 'might have · singer Goran Kralj, who died in a Red Elephant, this is an overall out- ;~alt)i;l{byitli/a'full};¢f.v.i.cebar/· · ;
Address: 3538 Columbia
;:· · ·, 'fye:~·~~µ.~tAHy11'~T~divide~.; Pkwy..
·heard of are Better than Ezra, Train, . car wreck while the band was on standing collection.
The Verve Pipe, The Guffs, Edwin tour.
Aware manages to once again
irit.o seve~al'. cµ{s(nes· such as
Phone: 871-5779
· Hours: Daily from 11 :3.0 a.m.
Cajun, fy:lex;iC~, ?'fox-Mex (a low~
McCain, Matchbox 20 and the
Five for Fighting, a relative new~ bring together some of the best
granddaddy of '90s Southern-fried comer, gives an impressive contri- pands you'.ve never heard.
· :f~t ~eiee<tioi1, of:M~xican)', L'il · . " 10:30 p.m.
rock, Hootie & the Illowfish.
bu ti on featuring two songs.
This CD earns $$$Y2.
)t~,i~ ~ri4;;~~f?fye11~~'1fa~g,s.\'.c·>
., The.bar clos~s at l a.m. MonWhile· giving these bands a "Jannie" is pure pop ballad driven
. - Will Fenton,
.::l.\'IY.'cl111ne1rm~~e.;·wen~Jq,rr:Al s d~ycWedne~day; .at I :30 a.m.
Contributing Writer
showcase for their first rate musi- by a haunting piano and the vocals
cal ability, the compilations .also of lead John Ondrasic.
recognize and promote various
"Easy Tonight" is a· frolicking
charities across the country.
good. time, once again displaying
On.· the most recent release, the expressive voice of Ondrasic.
;:::.';:~~·~~.~~::~~~tifl<;\?''.f~!t*~.;11,1~c:i~uiL .cards,,a~.6-epted :·: · ·· ·
Aware 7, the beneficiaries include · Hearing the two pieces only
.;~1ght-111cb.l:ri,lqito;_:¢ovel'.ed w1tQ,'
• · · ··
· ·
Doctors Without Borders, Camp makes their first LP, scheduled for
Ronald McDonald for Good Times an early 2000 release, all. the more '
anticipated. These guys bring th~
and Tori Amos' own RAINN.
After offering the above juicy goods, period.
:Diilotdthekirid thatmaden1elook· • ...
- r1ight
infomercial,, its time to move on to
Other notables include the
the meat.and potatoes: Aware Com- catchy, built-for-top-40-radio, "Su1
pilation 7.
perstar," by The Josh Joplin Band,
.••.r_
..·.A
.•.
..
Being ~he proud owner of vols. and "Breathe,'' by Big Atomic,
~ (:tinge at the thought
1-5, I lool< forward to'a new Aware which sounds like the best of the
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From the Composer of JEKYLL&HYDE and THE SCARLET PIMPERNEL

FOR DETAILS, VISIT BARBARA HALL
OR CALL 745-1062
.
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What's on the syllabus is
up to you. Thatis, if y~u
. textbooks, get. them in one

S.AVE u·p TO 40%
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KETCHUP ;

condiment

spaghetti sauce

When you're broke, you look at things in a whole new way•
.so for textbooks and stuff, hit ecampus.com. You'll save up to 50%. And shipping's always free.

ecampus:com
Textbooks & Stuff. Cheap.
Win a trip to Jamaica for Spring Break. No purchase necessary. Sweepstakes begins 01/03/00 and ends 02/17/00. Open to US residents, 1Byears and older. Vold where prohibited. For details see Official Rules
on www.ecampus.com or send a self addressed stamped envelope by 02/10/00 to: c/o Rolling Stone Spring Break, 1290 Avenue of the Americas, NY, NY 10104. (WA and vr residents may omit return postage.)
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Class.ified :ads· ~rE! 2-S. ·cents per JIVOfd with ·a· SS m1n1mum .. To.: place ·your classified ad in The
Ne1NS"1fire c"U the advertising manager, Lance Schuerger, at (513) 745-3561 or send an e-mail to
·
··
.. newswireads@yahoo.com
·

Design firm .needs' dependable person for light
maintenance, janitorial and
general assistance.. Must be
a .self-start~r and preferably; .
experienced. This Is a posi~
tion of responsi):>ility and trust.
Top-notch .clientele contracts, Will.woi'k·wlth school
schedule. Apply by faxing a
personal letter outlining·. ex~
perience to 621 ~5771,

. TEACHERS·ECE ·..
Exc~llent pay and opportunity! Nationally accreditE!d,
Head Start full-day chlldcare
seeking energetic professionals to work with children K"6.
Moriqay thrli Friday from 79:15 a.m. Highly competitive
wages, experience preferred.
l:lyde Park.ECE Program. Call
321-718_3. EOE...

Is

Bob Evans reopening its
store in Kenwood. We are currently hiring superstars for all
positions, all shifts are. currently available full~ time or
,part- time. Benefits include excellent pay, flexible schedules,
weekly pay, no late closing
hours (9p.rn. S-Th, 10 p.m. Fri.
& .Sat.), and servers keep
1OOo/o. of their tips .. Great for
students a[ld persons with
.families. Apply In person at
.,8057 Montgomery Rd. betWeen 9 a.m. -6 p.m. Near the
Kenwood mall off 1-71 or call
793~7799 for job information.

Approximately 1(4 mile
from Xavier at the corner of
Cleneay Avenue and Montgomery Road.' We have an
.immediate opening for a parttim.e castiier/operator. Reliabil·
Summer day camp located
ity is imperative. The hours re~
north of Cincinnati, hiring coun100 instructors/counselors · · quired are Mondays (5·9
selors. All necessary training
p.m.), Tuesdays (5-8 p.m.),
needed, Coed sleepaway
provided. Great hours, excelWednesdays (5~9 p.m.) and
. camp in Pocono Mountains,
Saturdays (10 a.rri.-4 p;m.).
lent pay and ·a. fun. summer
.. Pennsylvania. Over 60 land/
experience. Call Amanda at
Approximately 1.7 total hours
· water. activities; Good salary/ .
·. per week; To interview; call Mr.
772-5888·ext. 204.. ·.
tipsi Call, (SOO) 422~9842 or v,lsit.
Elmlinger at 531-5500 from·8.
, www.campcayuga.com
· ~.m.~5 p.m. Monday_· Friday.
TEACHERS·ECE .
Nationally accredited, Head
Part-tirne, .fine craft studio,·
Start childcare program seeklight work, flexible hours,
ing motivated professionals to
close to UC campus. Call 281work with yourig children. 30·
4114.
'
hr. and 40-hr. positions availEARN. MONEY
.
.
able With benefits. Competitive
· We're looking for men .and
· salarY and flexible work enviwomen tci deliver the new taleronment. Experience preferred.
.phone directoriesfrom CincinMt. Washington ECE Program.
nati Bell. Work in your area,
Call 624-9856. EOE.
work full time or part time ahd
Go direct! We're the
Immediate openings get paid upon completion of
Amazon.com of spring break!
students earn $375-$575
each route. To qualify, you must
#1 Internet-based company ofweekly processing/assembe 18 or older, have a valid
fering wholesale pricing by
bling medical l.D: cards from
driver's license and social seeliminating middlemen! We
home. Experience unnecescurity card and have an inhave other companies begging
sary ... we train you! Call
sured vehicle. To apply, call
tor ITlercy! All destinations.
MediCard (541) 386-5290,
Monday • Friday, 9:30 a.m.-5 ~·' · Guaranteed lowest prices! Call
ext. 300. ·
p.m. Call (800) 979-7978.. Di·
. us at: (800) 367-1252, or visit:
rectory Distributing Associa·
Cali'nowl·Work now! Resw.Vw.springbreakdlrect.com ·
.
taurant J,ob Linet Call::(&77) · · tion. We are an EOE.
991-9292. ' ..

SPRING
BRFAK.

Spring
Break
2000! ·
Spacious 3-bedroom apartCancun, Bahamas, Jamaica;
Florida. Call USA Spring Break . inent in North Avondale avail- .·
able. Located a half mile from
for a free brochure, rates and
Xavier's campus. A"partment
ask how you can go for free! :
set in turr:i of the century _manAsk about our last-minute.
sion. Features are a full kitchen
specials!!· (888) · 777~4642.
including dishwasher and diswww.usaspringbreak:corn
·
posal, ceiling fans, air condi#1 Spring Break vacations!
tioning, hardwood flc;>0rs, deck,
·Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas. &
off street parking & iaµndry on
Florida. Best prices. gµaran-.
. site. $1000 per month. Call Tim
teed! Free parties & cover
at 351-?178 ext. 101.
charges! Space is limit0di Bacik
it now! All major credit .cards
No~wood 2- anti 3~bedaccepted! (800) 234.7001:
. room apartments. Newly .
#1 Paaam.a City vacations!
renovated kitchen and bath,
. Party beachtront at the boardhardwood floors, laundry, offwalk. Summit condos & Mark
street. parking and clean.
II. Free drink parties! Walk to
. Price:. $450. and· $600 + utili- .
ties. Call 861-4111.
best.bars! Absolute best price!
All major, credit cards. ac.
Location: 3964 Regent
cepted! (800) 234~7007. Www.
Ave. Short-term rental from
endlesssummertours:com
.
.
'
.
Dec.''99-May •oo. 3-bedroorn ·
· Cancun ·and.· Jamaica· as
low as $399. Reps wanted!!!
·. Sell .15 and travel free. Lowest price guaranteedlll Fcir in·
· fo·rmatior:i, call (800).446-8335
or visit:, www.su.nbreaks.com .
Size does matte.rl Biggest
break package,·. best p~ice
from $29! Call us at (800) 22~~
GULF, or visit us on the Web·
www.s rin breakh .com

at:'

($600/mo.) and 1-bedroom
($400/mo.) in nice 2-family (or
entire .house for $850/mo;) +
.utilities. Washer/dryer included. Please call 984-8576.

Earn money and marketing
experience! ·The nation's.
leader in college marketing is
seeking an energetic,
enireprerieurial student to
pro.mote products and even~s
on campus.

* Great earnings
* Set your own hours

* part-time ·
* No:sales involved
* 5-10 hours per week
American Passage.Me~ia, Inc.
Campus Rep Program
Seattle, WA . · ·

. 800.487.2434 Ext.4651
campusrep@americanpassage.com

'ltrlli$;,Space fof rent.
Call745-3561, ask for Beth.

3-bedroom . apartment
available! Close to Xavier! Call
Rick at 272-3160.
"' . .

~ t.

· leatkrship & Orientation
· . . at Xavier Uni'/Jersity . ·
cordially invttes]uniors and Senior.s
to pa,rticipate tn

.

"The Advancin Leader's Serles'~
TheAdvancing Leader, is a series ofworkshops designed to prepare
.advanping college leaders for the leadership and career transition.
from.,eollegeto the community at large.
·
·There are four workshops offerefl throughout th~ semester with a
certf,jlcate ofcompletion to participants who attend allfour programs. Please R.S. V.P. to wadershtjJ.andOrtentation, 745-3662/or
,each program. All workshops will he held in the Emety Boardroom..

MONDAY,
JANUARY 24, 2000

·Workshop 1: "Marketing your Leadership Experience"

Pre~e~ted by:. Mike DiNicola, Career Services Center
1:30 to 2:30 pm .

·.Monday, February 7, 2000

Workshop 2: ."Political Leadership"

Presented by: · Jim Tarbell .
.
.. Cincinnati City Councilman
Monday, Febr.uary.27, 2000 · · l:3o to2:30 pm
·,,

Workshop 3: "Diversity in the Workplace"
Presented by: J. Robert Bus;un, Cinergy

Monday, March 13, 2000

·1:30 to 2:30 pm

•

1'

.

Workshop {: Etiquette Seminar and Dinner

·Schott Dining.Room.

.

Mo~day, March
·.

',

•· ..

-.t

.·

,•

'
27, 2000 · 5:00 to 8:00 pm
.

.

''

he_re .will be a nominal fee for the Etiquett~ Seminar& Dinner.

Acapulco·
Cancun

Jamaic·a
Bahamas
-Cruises
·· Florid a ~~~r----"~
Europe
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first home game of the new semester. Maybe now we can start
padding the A~lO stats.since La
Salle is rolling into town. Be at
the Gardens for the game at 2

l!J ·

Hey seniors, heard any good
ones lately? How about the one
with· the priest, the construction
company and the Class of 2000?
If you haven't, don't worry, it's not
that funny, but let me bring you
up to speed anyway. Remember
how we were the special ones, the .
ones who were supposed to carry
the torch into the next millennium? The first ones to test out
the shiny new floor in that big·
. building over yonder? Well, it
seems we were mistaken. Yes,
even though we were reassured we
- would graduate in the ritz and glitz
of the new convo, we now just have
to _stand there and take it up the
Cintas like good little seniors.
But hey, we can nave fun _in the
Star of Fir Center, right? I just hope
everyone with allergies will be
· able to breathe through the leftover.hay from the "Stars of Western Round-~p 'and Cattle Prod"
show that will be there the night
before.
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of stability, like when you. came
the table, but at the king of
cribbage. Find out if their inten~
home fromelementary school and
.tions are fulfilled at 7 p.m. in
spades in your hand. That's not
knew you had an hour to play be- . Schmidt Fieldhouse.
just a random monarch, that's
fore "The Transformers" came on.
. King David. Or, if it's the king
Only now the Transformers live
. ~f clubs, say hello to Alexander
the Great. The king.of hearts is
in the Romero Center and drink
coffee. At 3:30 p.m., every
Charlemagne, and the king of diaJanuary 21
Wednesday.
monds is Elvis. I mean Julius
We all know that. after class,
Caesar.
all our professors go to a secret
room, maybe to smoke. and
Oh, no. The Colonial Frontier
probably to make prank calls to
Wives from George Washington
January 20
father Hoff's. office, but cerUniversity are here again. They'll
tainly to laugh at all the stupid
If the most profound experiprobably want to go trapping or
things we students have said ·and
ence with pax you've ever had has:
pickle beets for the winter. Maybe
done throughout the day. One . they'll want to_ play basketball,
been with the itchy red kind, let
day we'll find out where thi~
though. Hopefully they will,
me say "peace filni" to you. Let
room is, but for now the best we . since the women's basketball team
me also say ''Alter B-11 ;"which is
can probably hope for is the Facwhere Pax Christi will show a film
is kind of expecting them to do
ulty Recital. Say "hee hee" to
documenting the life of
so. If you see one of them boiling
everyone's fave Indian pacificist · yourself or to· those around you
lard for soap, please tell her to go
when. Professor Blee-blee-bloo
agitator, Mahatma "Hot Mama"
to Schmidt Fieldhouse for the
hits an F sharp when he;s really . g~me at 2 p.m.
Gandhi. The movie, coincidengoing foi an E flat · You can
tally titled "Gandhi," will show
.laugh in the University Center
·at 4 p.m.
On a slightly less bitter note,
Theatre at 7:30 p.m.
let's talk about dependability.
Salle-ad. Salle-ami. Salle~
·January 23 ..
Let's say hooray for the Internavadofian guerillas.
Salletional Coffee Hour, there for us
utatorian of the Class of2000 will
Ask _the men's basketball
every week of the school year. Yes,
definitely not be me because of
team what they can do for an enJanuary 22.
I know you might get sick of readstupid and dumb math requirecore after beating the # 1 team. in
The next time you and your
ing about it each frickin' week,
·the country,_and the answer will
ments. Anyway, La Salle is in
and I know they get mad at me for
be pretty easy: not much, obvitown, as you may have heard. · pallies play a round of euchre,
gaze wonderingly, not into the
my lame-o Juan Valdez jokes .. Their intent is to play· the won;ien 's
ously. Maybe better luck is to
shifty eyes of your partner across
Think of it as your weekly shot
basketball team in a game of ...
be had. in the Gardens for the
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·January 24
You call your parents and can't
get through one conversation
without them asking when you're
getting a job. Then they start saying "graduate school" in desperate voices. Finally, they remind
you your room at home will always be available, and you realize you'd better get on your
horse. Make· the first· watering
hok the Resume Workshop in
the Regis room at 1:30 p.m.
They'll show you how to inake
· your position. as copy wench at
your mom's office sound exciting to future employers. ·

·TlJESDAY ·_
January 25
If only they were the Temple
of Owls .. Then I could say it
sounds like one of those old-men
clubs my grandfather belongs to,
like the Elks or Moose or Water
Buffalo. I could make a joke
about their secret handshake and
supposed ties to the Russian
mafia. But, they're the Owls of
Temple instead, and all l can say
is they'll be playing the meri 's
team_on ESPN2 at 9:30 p.m.

Sign up·at the
. Sports Center
Between
January 10 - ·January 20
Play Begins ·
·January 24._at 6· p.m.
Any Questions Call
Eddie Clark
.745-2856
Leagues are for
Men and Women
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